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Foreword
The Government through the  199.3White PaperRealising  our poienlied —strategy
Ji-ir science, engineering and tecbnology  provided the Natural Environment
Research Council with a new mission. To deliver this mission effectively, it %vas
necessary to restalettlre NERC.

An imptirtant clement of this was die grouping of a number of the existing
NERC Institutes into two new (:entres: die Centre for Coastal and Marine
Sciences ((CMS) and the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (GEM. 'Hicse
Centres have during the past year moved rapidly to develop integrated science
programmes and an integrated klentity. In so doing, these two groupings are
building new interdisciplinary capabilities and programmes to advance science,
as well as to positiim themselves to meet emerging user needs. Although there
is more to be done this, the first Annual Report of the Centre for Ecology and

lydrology, describes the excellent progress made in drawing together the
activities of the component Institutes and in refocusing objectives over the past
vear. I commend this !Annual Report to you.

John Krebs FRS
Chief Executive
Natural Environment Research Council
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The CEH mission

To advance the sciences Of ecology, environmental microbiology
(including virology) and hydrologry through high-quality and
internationally recognised research, leading to a better
understanding and quantification Ofthe physical, eheMical and

biological processes relating to land and freshwater and living
organisms within these environments.

To investigate, through monitoring and modelling, natural
changes in the ecological, microbiological and hydrological
environments, to assess both historical past and future Changes,
and to prediet man's impact on these environments.

To secure, expand and prOvide ecolbgical and hydrological
relevant data tO further Scientifit research and provide the basis
for advice on environmental conservatiOn and sustainable
development to governments and industry.

To promote the use Of the Centre's research facilities and data to
provide research training of the highest quality and to enhance
the United Kingdom's research base, industrial competitiveness
and quality of life.



This is the first Annual Report of the Centre for Ecology

and Hydrology (CEH). Professor Brian Wilkinson was

appointed as Acting Director CEH in May 1994 and as

Director in March 1995. It is his privilege to present this

Report

Demands for answers to

environmental problems

increasingly require a

multidisciplinary scientific

approach, and CEH with

its component institutes

must have one of the

strongest international

capabilities in this

respect.

/he  Nela:  otganisationa I chart.

Director's review

• . • • I - : • . •

The formation of CEH

The 1993 White Paper ReaLsing our

potential—a strategy for science,

engineering and technology

reaffirmed the Natural Environment

Research CAnincil as the lead

organisation for research, survey and

training across the full breadth of

environmental sciences. From I April

1994 it provided NERC with a new

Mission — a requirement to carry out

the highest-quality research. survey,

environmental monitoring and post-

graduate training. The White Paper

placed special emphasis on the

DIRECTOR'S REVIEW

themes of wealth creation, quality of

life, partnership in science and

technology. and the establishment of

closer links with the NERC 'user

community'. To meet the aims of its

new charter and the new

programmes. ProfessorJohn Krebs,

the Chief Executive, worked with

Council to restrUcture NERC. The

new overall structure is shown

below. To fulfil its MisSion the

NERC Council now has:

• a new grouping orNERC

Institutes into a Centre for

Ecology and Hydrology:

• a Centre for Coastal and Marine

Sciences and the Southampton

Oceanography Centre:

• the existing British Geological

Survey and the British Antarctic

Survey;

• a number of fin i is for specialist

research in the Higher Education

Institution sector:

• a new Directorate of Science and

'technology with responsibilities

for Awards and Training,

Technology Interaction and

Scientific Services:

six Science and Technology

Boards in ihe following areas:

Marine. Earth, Terrestrial and

Freshwater, Atmospheric. Earth

Observation, and Polar Sciences,

CEPIANNUAL REPORT 1994-95 1
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CLEI Component InstilWe..

The Centre for Ecology

and Hydrology was

formally 'launched' in

December 1994

2 CEH N POEC- S

4.9 9

Centre for Ecology and Hydrology
1. Wallingford

Institute of Freshwater Ecology
2. Windermere
3, Wareham
4. Monks Wood
5. Edinburgh

Institute of Hydrology

Institute of Terrestrial Ecology
9 Monks Wood
10. Menewood
11. Edinburgh
12 Furzebrook
13, Bendier/
14. Bangor

Institute of Virology and Environmental

Microbiology

The Centre for Ecology and

Hydrology and the Centre for Coastal

and Marine Sciences were Mrmally

launchedin December 1994 at the

Queen Elizabeth 110 inference Cem re

in London, preceding the NERC

Annual Lecture which was presented

by the Rt Hon Michael I leseltine.

now the Deputy Prime Minister.

CEH is concerned with research into

the land on which we live, its

freshwaters and the living organisms

which share the environment with us.

This diverse and complex area of

science covers a wide range of scales

in space and time and has strong

interactions with the economic and

social sciences and with industry and

commerce.

CEH Management Board

Soon after the Centre's inception in

1994 an administrative and financial

management structure was put in

place and this was followed by the

establishment of the CEI

Management Board. Comprising the

Centre and Institute Directors

together with the Head of

Administration, this is the most

senior CEI I forum at which science,

financial and administrative policy

and stratei_w are debated and

developed. The arrangement has

worked well. and during the course

of the year I have been fortunate to

have had the unstinting support of

Professor Mike Roberts (Deputy

Director CEE1 and Director ITE),

Professor Alan Pickering (Director

WE), Mr Tony Debney (Acting

Director Ill). Dr Patricia Nuttall

(Acting Director IVEM) and Mr Phil

Williams (I lead of Administration) as

rard Members.

Integrating the science

To make full use of the science

potential that lies within CE1-1 the

Directors recognised at the outset

that, although there were some

collaborative pufiects between the

CEH Institutes, much nit ire needed

to be done. To further this a CEI

integrating science fund was

established. To qualify. proposed

pmjects have in be of the highest-

quality science, with collaboration

between two or more Institutes and

a project leader with responsibility

for managing the project across

Institute boundaries. Theresponse

has been most encouraging and the

list of 'integrating fund' projects for

the present year is given in

Appendix I at the end of this Report.

Seven per cent of the Institutes'

Science Budget has been set aside

for this purpose and, if the scheme

works well, it will be progressively

extended in future years.

As part of the integrating l'und

initiative, a ntollber of projects were

identified as priorities Mr the future.

(Me such area concerns CEH



databases and geographical

information systems 1615 CE1-1

holds a unique collection of

databases which are invaluable to

scientific research a nd have

widespread industrial and

commercial application_ Two of the

NERC Designated Data Centres — the

National Water Archive at and the

Environmental Information Centre at

ITE — are part of CEH. As well as

stewardship of data. these Data

Centres are responsible for

transforming data into user-friendly

data retrieval systems, such as the

Countryside Information System and

the Water Information System. Full

utilisation of CEFI data and better

interaction are essential, and an

internal CEH workshop is planned

for late 1995 to identify key research

areas in database development and

GIS. Similar workshops are to be

held on remote sensing, wetlands

and analytical chemistry.

Funding and research

In general, 1994-95 has been a

satisfactory year hut there has been a

small decline in both the Science

Budget and in Commissioned

Research. Details are given in the

financial section of this Report (p34).

The holistic scientific approach

which the Centre now has to offer

should attnict Commissioned

Research from a wider range of

organisations both within the UK.

Europe and worldwide. During the

coming years CEH will be promoting

this capability within the compass of

its new research programmes.

During the course of the past year a

new Funding Model has been

developed by NERC, comprising four

main funding modes: non -thematic,

thematic, core strategic.. and

infrastructure. The purpose of the

model is to increase flexibility

between thematic and non-thematic

science, Unit/Centre/Survey funding,

training, etc, and to ensure that the

CHI Management Board—Dr Palricia:Vuitall (Aeling Director WEN), Professor Alan
PickeringI-Director-Jiff PBlessorMike Roberts (DeptnyDireclor Clin and Director ITE:4
Projkssor Brian Wilkinson (Director CEli) MrPkilW'illiams (Head ofAdininistratioi). Dr

Jane Metcalfe. and Mr ibtly De knee Mel ingDirector

best value is obtained from the

Science Budget. The new

arrangements, which are likely to be

introduced i n April 1997, will provide

funds for CEH to umlertake a

programme of core strategic science

within its Institutes and an

appropriate infrastructure_ Thematic

Programmes have been identified by

NERC as areas that require research

funding to help answer fundamental

environmental questions. Several of

the Thematic Programmes have CEH

scientists as programme managers,

who provide essential scientific

support to NERC. A full list of CEH

involvement in Thematic Programme

management is given in Appendix 2.

Both the core strategic science

research programmes and

infrastructure support for Chid will

be subject to annual review. The core

strategic science programmes will he

examined during the course of the

coming year by four Programme

Review Panels, responsible to the

Terrestrial and Freshwater Science and

Technology Board. Eleven core

science programmes have been

developed by CEH. In drawing up

the programmes particular attention

has been paid to the six major

Environmental and Natural Resource

Issues described by NERC in its 1995

Corporate Plan. Account was also

CEH obtains financial

support from three

principal sources:

•  NERC Science Budget

in support of the

Institutes' core

strategic science and

infrastructure (the well-

found laboratory);

•  successful bids into the

NERC Thematic

Programmes;

•  Commissioned

Research from UK

Government

departments, European

Union, industry,

commerce, etc.

CEH ANNUAL REPORT 199 3
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Eleven core science

programmes have been

developed by CEH.

All the CEH Institutes

have extensive links with

the wide-ranging

community who use the

results of their scientific

research, monitoring and

data.

CEH ANNUAL REPORT 1994-95

taken of the priorities in the NERC

Terrestnal and Freshwater Science

Strategy and the findings which

emerged from the Nat it ma!

Technology Foresight Programme

which were of particular relevance to

NERC science. A brief description of

the new (II I science programmes is

given in the next section of this

Report, and the way in which they

map on to the Environmental and

Natural Resource Issues and

Technok)gy h iresiglu topics is shown

in Appendix 5

Performance

While the budget for CHI has shown

some decline I am pleased to report

that the Centre's performance as

judged by publications . contract

reports and contributions to books

has increased from a total of some

840 in 1993 -9.1 to 1030 in 1994-95-

Details of these and other indicators

of CE VI performance are given later

in this Report (p35).

Networks and outreach

All the CEII Institutes have extensive

links with the wide-ranging

community who use the results of

their scient ific research. monitoring

and data To understand or provide

solutkms complex emironmental

issues almost always requires

collaboration between many

organisations. often at an

international level. (1E11 has an

extensive network in place with

other research organisations,

government departments. UN

bodies. the universities. industry and

commerce. Examples include:

• the UK Environmental Change

Network (ECN), which consists

of ten terrestrial and 37

freshwater sites. ECN is

spimsored by a number of UK

(iovernnient departments and

several other agencies. and is

managed by the (:entre's Institute

of Terrestrial Ectilogy:

the Flow Regimes for

International Experimental and

Network Data programme -

(FRIEND), initiated by the

Centre's Institute of Hydrology.

FRIEND has been adopted as a

compiment of the UNES(..0

International Hydrology

Programme and is networked

through 13 European countries.

It is nowbeingextended into

eastern Europe. South Africa,

West Africa and the Far East,

the EurAqua network which

provides for (he et »onlinated

research and advice on

freshwaters to national

governments.and the European

Union. EurAqua now has ten

research organis:16011s as

members from ten Member States

of the Ell. I II was the co-

founder member.

CEI I influence has been further

extended during the course of the

year by both the Institute of

Terrestrial Ecology and the Institute

of I lydrology securing a role in

consortia established by the newly

formed (1994) European

Environment Agency (IlEA) to run

the Nature. Water and Remote

Sensing Topic Centres. It is also

pleasing to sue the publication by

the EEA (4.E:trope's environment -

the nohris assessment. Several CEI I

Institute scientists contributed

sections to the report. 'Hie

European Union's Fifth Action

Programme for the Environment

7' awards sustainabilio, identified the

main environmental issues facing

Europe. Research to address these

iSstles is carried out through the Ell

Framework initiatives. The CEII

Institutes worked through their

European networks to select mime

60 counterpart organisations with

which to collaborate in submitting

and successfully securing research

within the Third Frainewi irk

Programme. •CEII has been even

• more active in responding to the call



ior bids under the 13 Vs Fourth

Framework Progrararne and, while the

outcome is presently unknown. it is

anticipated that the Centre's research

ihnding from the EU will increase

during the coming year.

CEH has particularly strong links with

the university sector and 13 Centre

scientists have Visiting Professor

status at British universities. Details

are given in Appendix 4 of this

Report.

Environmemal policy needs to be

based on timely objective information

resulting from sound science.

Through their scientific research

programmes CEI-1 Institutes deliver

this to governments over a broad

front_ The CEH welcomes the

Concordats recently established

between NERC and a number  of UK

Government departments

(Department of the Environment,

M inist H., of Agriculture, Fisheries and

Food, Overseas Development

Administration, Department  of  Trade

and Industry) and other agencies

(National Rivers Authority), and sees

this as a means of further

strengthening relationships, avoiding

research overlap and increasing the

efficient use  of  research resources.

Locations  of  rece? 'earth contras

International science

Unsustainable land use and water

resources and the loss of species and

habitat diversity are global problems.

An international scientific response

leading to understanding of ihe

processes controlling such changes

is necessan. if remediativei

ame iorative measures are to be put

in place. All CEH Institutes have

contributed to this area of

international science during the past

year through active participation in:

• the NERC Thematic Programmes.

such as the Terrestrial Initiative

in Global Environmental

Research (TRi ER) and the Landi

Ocean Interaction Study( (see

Appendix 2):

international science programmes

such as the International

Geosphere—Biosphere

Programme (ICI3P), World

Climate Research Programme

(WCRP), International Decade on

National Disaster Reduction

(II)NDR). International

Hydrological Programme (IIIP),

Man and the Biosphere (MAB).

etc;

UN commissions and other

bodies with an international

science remit.

der deen byCM Ins-Males.

DIRECTOR'S REVIEW

CEH has particularly

strong links with the

university sector.

CEH Institutes have all

contributed to

international science

programmes during the

past year.

CEH ANNUAL REPORT 1994-95 5
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Niteroat,onai Drograrncs .

The Miternallonal Geospnore-•3iosphere Programme OGSP) aims to describe

and understand the interactive physical, chemical and biological processes that

regulate the total earth system, the unique environment that it provides for Me, the

changes:that are occurring in the system and the influence of human activity.

CEH is involved in three IGBP core activities: Global Change and Terrestrial

Ecosystems (GCTE), Biological Aspects of the Hydrological Cycle (HAHC), and

Land-Ocean Interactions in the Coastal Zone (LOICZ). CEH manages the GCTE

Focus 3 Office.

The World Climate Research Programme perip.) is the research component

of the World Climate Programme. CEH is involved through the Global Energy and

Water Exchange programme (GEWEX).

The 1990s have been designated the inlerhulional Decade tor Natural Disaster

Scat lotion (IDNDR). The objective is to reduce, through technology transfer to

developing countries, the loss of life, property damage and social and economic

disruption caused by natural disasters. CEH participates through the UK Drought

Mitigafion Working Party and the World Flood Study.

The LINE,SCO international Hydrology Programme (HP) and the Programme

on Man and Me Biosphere (MAB) are scientific research, education and training

programmes devoted towards:

• environmentally sound integrated water resource planning and management

• promoting the sustainable use of the biosphere, respectively.

The UK is not a member ot UNESCO but has observer status and contributes to

IHP and MAB's research. Senior CEH scientists chair the UK IHP and MAB

Committees.

CEH contributes directly

to UK wealth creation

through its partnerships

with industry and

commerce.

6  cal  Pr'F,

Details of CEI I Institute. international

actiMties are given in the individual

Institute Annual Reports. From a

personal point of view I was pleased

to attend the World Meteorological

Organisation (WMt)) Congress as the

lydrologica I Adviser to the UK

Permanent Representative. During

the year I was also invited by the

lianadian Government to serve on the

(;anadian National On:unlace which

oversees their Glohal Energy and

Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX)

programme. A number of CEH

Institute staff are working closely with

their Canadian counterparts and other

international scientists on two major

;EWEN projects which are located in

Canada namely BOReal Ecosystems-

Atmosphere Study ( IIORMS) and

\Mckenzie (EWEX Study MIAGS).

My place on the Committee

strengthens the Ca I links with the

Canadian scientists in particular, and

the GEWEX international science

community in general.

Delivering the science to industry

and commerce

CEEI contributes directly to UK wealth

creation through its partnerships with

industry and commerce. 'Me Centre

has had an involvement with some

200 companies during the past year.

There are several ways in which the

/ science interacts with industry:

CEI I enters Mot an arrangement

and receives a royalty when a

conlpany manufactures and sells

an Institute's inventions under

licence:

A Clg I  Institute enters into a joint

venture with a company - both

contribute to the research needed

to develop a primess or product

which is then taken to the

marketplace by the industrial:

cOmmercial partner:

A  company commissions a CEH

Institute to undertake a research

pmgramme or provide data:

A  company and Cal hid jointly  R

undertake a project and, if

secut red. work together to its

successful completion - CEI

Institutes bring specialist facihties,

expertise and research skills to

such joint arrangements:

Industry and conlmerce use the

research outputs presented in

CEI Institute pubhcar ions or

si ift ware packages to further their

commercial interests. There is a

major uptake through this route,

though the 'wealth creation'

benefits are difficult to quantify.

CELT recognises that more needs to

he done in Minding the industrial;

commercial links, and this aspect will

he pursued with vigour in the

coming year, It is also anticipated

that the LINK and CONNECT schemes

will present opportunities in the

future.



Restructuring

New areas of environmental science

art- emerging from a number of

sources, for example the NERC

environmental issues. the Technolow

Foresight Programme and the

European Union's Environmental

Action Programme. Through its

research base. CEII is able to respond

rapidly and efficiently to these shifts

in science priorities.

A planned restructuring, using NERC

arid Cal funds, which has included

21 staff leaving on voluntan. or early

retirement terms, has opened up an

opportunity to change the CEII skills

base. The ability of the existing

facilities to meet these new challenges

also needs to be examined, and the

Management Board will be

considering this during the coming

year. Improving the present facilities

will, of coUrse. depend on the

availability of restructuring funds.

In establishing CHI the opportunity

was taken to draw together the

Institute of Terrest hal Ecology (Nonh)

and the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology

(South) into a single Institute with

Profesmif Mike Roberts as Director.

Although the two Institutes had been

working closely and effectively

«Tether for many years, thc

reunification came about in October

1994 with the retirement of Professor

Bill I teal. the Director ITE (North).

Bill I teal had worked in NERC since

1964 and was Director for seven

years. In steering the research of the

Institute, and in his own right through

his lectures, committee work and

publications, he has made a

significant contribution overmany

years to terrestrial ecology: his friends

and colleagues within CHI offer him

thanks and best wishes in his

retirement.

At the start of this year Professor

David Bishop was Director of the

Institute of Virology and

Environmental Microbiology (1VEM).

IIe has since taken up a research

post at the University of Oxford. and

Dr Patricia Nuttall is now the IVEM

Director (Acting). Professor Bishop

as 1VEM Director for ten years and

made a substantial contribution to

his area of science at both a national

and international level during this

peritxl. I wish him well in his new

post and look forward to the

opportunity of working with him in

the future.

Scrutiny

In 1994 the Office of Public Service

and Sciences commenced an

'Efficiency survey of Public Sector

research establishments'. The CEII

Institutes were part of this survey.

The outcome is not known at the

time of writing but the scrutiny

activity and the restructuring within

NERC have led to uncertainties and

disruption within the CE11 Institutes.

It is to the great credit of the Institute

Directors and all the scientific and

support staff that the science has

remained buoyant and the scientific

output during 1994-95 within CEI I
has not just been maintained but has

shown a substantial increase.

'Hie new grouping of the Institutes

within the Centre for Ecology and

Hydrology is timely in relation to the

need for an holistic approach to

environmental science. Ihiring the

coming year the :entry will build on

the sound foundation that has been

established in this first year. and I

look forward to reptirting progress to

y011.

•

DIRECTOR'S REVIEW

This report is an overview

of the activities that have

taken place within the

Centre for Ecology and

Hydrology during 1994—

95. More details of the

research undertaken in

the CEH Institutes are

given in their own Annual

Reports:

Institute of Freshwater

Ecology

Institute of Hydrology

Institute of Terrestrial

Ecology

Institute of Virology

and Environmental

Microbiology

Brian Wilkinson
Director

Centre for Ecology and Hydrology

CEP.' ANNUAL REPORT I 994-95
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CEH research programmes
The science base req ni ccli o tin der pin ntitional and international requirements, as

identified in the Environmental and Natural Resource Issues and in the National

Technology Foresight topics. and to advise LK Government on decisions and

policy formulation related to the environment, is substant ial and varied. The

relevance of the CEI I science programme to these national priorities is

described in the following pages.

Each of the four component Institutes of CEH has well-developed research

projects. formulated in response to its specific mission. These projects are often

intern nked or closely complementary, reflecting the Fact that all facets of he

environment are in terdependent. In al roost every case the projects are partially

funded from the NERC Science Budget (core strategic research or t hematic

science), but the Institutes have also developed Commissioned Research that adds

substantially to the value of the science base. There is thus a strong synergy

between the CEI I research funded by NERC and that from Commissions.

Environmental Change Network

ECV is a longderrn monitoringpurgrannne firr identifying
and sprawl:I:14'w environmental change iessociated with
wads activities. It is corn:haling nuegrated
n wasurcenents of cliwatic p/Bwind and biological
variables across a nel work. offreshumer and torestriid
sires. Managed ta Oils Institute pi-Terrestrial Ecology.
a Central Crrord inal ion 1.'nit also runs !wool the
founding/71017 Woring sites, or le crf till kb is at Iloor
Housed iirper Teesdale (upper photograph.). liCIN has IT'
sponsoring agencies: Bioleantolue,i & Biological Sciences
Research Council. Ode RiverPurpiealimi Board. Dept
of the Environment for Northent relwid, Dept of the
Entire -1M I?  D(1)1 ghlgricu (Pere for Norlbern Ire/and
English Nature. Forestry G/MliniSSiWt, Forth River

oilication Board AI/iris/1y of Defence, Ministry of
:Agriculture, Fisheries &Food, Aational Rivers iludiorior
NklecNorth Errs! River Purilkuttion Board, Scull ish
Office. Agriculture& Fisheries Dept SOltroy Riter
Purification Board. Tay leiverPurificalion Board and the
Breed Rirer Purification Board.

8 DO: 1994-95

CEH has an extensive

range of databases and

information systems

covering its research, of

which the Environmental

Change Network is an

example.

A Moor House
dra Upper Teesdale
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CEH research programmes

Land use and forest science

Freshwater resources

Urban environment

• Soils and soil/ye:gel:at:on inserz.ctions

Biodiversity

Biologicai and tiocechnoiocal control of posts

Global change

Environmental risks

Pollution assessment and control

Cross-sectoral research

Environmental impart assessment

Environmental and Natural Resource Issues

Management of land, water and the coastal zone and their sustainability

Biodiversity — understanding and protection

• Waste management, biorernediation and land restoration

• Pollution of air, land, sea and freshwater in i-elation to environmental and human health

• Environmental risks and hazards, including release of genetically modified organisms

• Global change, including prediction on a range of time and space scales

National Technology Foresight Programme science & technology topics

Industry/environment interaction

• Environmental valuation

• Land and soil

• Urban environment

• Prediction of extreme atmospheric events

• Mechanisms of climate change

• Fluid dynamics in natural resources
management

• Coastal zone modelling/management

CEH research is grouped

into I I programmes,

described briefly on the

following pages.

• Structure and properties of the earth's
subsurface

• Use of natural processes and materials

• Sustainable use of marine resources

•

Ocean circulation

• Remote data acquisition

•

Society and human health impacts of
environmental change

• Management of freshwater resources

CEH RESEARCH PROGRAMMES

The spread of CEH research

across the Environmental

and Natural Resource Issues

and the National Technology

Foresight topics is shown in

Appendix 5 (p36).
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CEH

I 0

Land use and forest science

Traditionally, the focus on land use research in Britain has been on agriculture.

The UK is unusual in having only about 10% of its land forested. With less

emphasis on the need to maximise food production in Europe, there is now the

opportunity for a much greater degree of variety in the way land is used. There

is the need to understand the consequences of such changes both in the UK and

overseas. In the UK. increased a iforestat ion will have long-term impacts for

wildlife, recreation, timber production (with important implications)) water

resources and water quality. Increased urbanisation and changes in UK

government policy in respect of agriculture (eg set-aside, the effect of subsidies on

firming practices, managed retreat in the coastal zone) also have major

consequences for wildlife and water resources. On a global scale, the impact of

deforestation on the global water and carbon balance, and how this affects climate,

are of major importance.

Research in this area is concerned with measuring, understanding and

predicting the impacts of land use and changing land use practice on the water

and carbon balance, on wildlife and habitats both within the UK and elsewhere

in the world. In the tropics the development of sustainable agricultural systems,

eg mixed agroforestry systems to halt or reverse the degradation of fragile

environments, is a particularly important area of study. Changes in land use

may also lead to major changes in hydrological regimes, eg increasing flood

flows or exacerbating droughts.

1I7e count!),side, as shou 71 hem in nortlyco ;lima isa cot nplicated and chatwingmosaic tyke ul corer types, such as agricitiouuIer ops grassland,
»rest, moorland awl Ina lh egs, inettulhtt; villages This mixture is qfpanenount ituponmice to a wide relligC qf ecological at NI hydrologicatptocesses
whichlotms theJOcus I research,
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In the national context, the key challenge is to predict accurately the

consequences of change and to provide the best advice for related

policy and management issues, such as:

• the implications for populations and communities of plants and

animals of changes in land use and land use patterns:

• the impacts of land use on the hydrological cycle:

• achieving a balance between recreational advantages, enhanced

biodiversity and the economic benefits of reforestation and other

changes in land use.

Globally, the challenges are to:

• understand the biological, chemical and physical processes within

forest, agricultural and other ecosystems and to determine the

contribution of such systems worldwide to the global carbon,

water and energy cycles:

determine how best to conserve and restore forest ecosystems,

from boreal lands to the tropics;

develop sustainable systems of agriculture, forestry and natural

resource exploitation that will help stabilise global climate.

The bush sen'ellinahof the Sabel is increasingly being npleweel
be agricuntere Soil tension measemeurents are being made in a
crop of millet as part pf a research programme to sneely the
imp/Untie »is of /and use change sl«11 as ibis OH wilier resources
and clinuae.
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Freshwater resources

i994.-91.)

The focus of research is to provide scientific' underpinning to the developMent

of techniques Mr the effective assessment, planning, management and

operation of freshwater resources, including groundwater, rivers, lakes and

resentirs.

GEH research includes modelling surface and groundwater systems to assess the

impact of environmental changes. cg from cfimate changes or change in land

use, on freshwater systems. Determining the consequences of water resource

development and management and environmental change on fisheries.

including aquacuhure, and other aspects of freshwater biology, is also a

significant area of study.

ht,firshumers. the main nutrient coil! ottlit ot algal grouilt is phosphorie kvcess
phosphorus itemitslimn point di:whinges and till:hire agriculturtil si mires ciot stimulate

abm I ju meth necy high levels  Lebo/  combined with cahn memontiogical emu/ it ions
bluthveen algalSCUMS deVehkil are blown touvrils the shore et-eta/Ilk a health

hart r elfin' anima/stool mom Windermere. a large hike la the botlish I <the District. has

been subject (o such blooms.

The rendace ((:1 rrugt nils albula)  is the
OK's rao.stiresteraterfish and now
CA:C(11W()II I i ja Basseut innate Lake a tul
Dowell t mat er in the Fuglish lake District.
It is thretuoictl by low onjgen levels mul
siltation, troth i if rebid? an, cot merlin:, tees
of creessite grott

Dow cwt.-crier. in the hmegromul, o 1(1

B«sset a hicaite Lake en Merl/stance the
only two I k lakes still comaittingthe
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The key challenges are to:

• provide the fundamental hydrological and biological understanding

that will support the effective management of freshwater resources,

freshwater fisheries and aquaculture;

• develop modelling systems which will assess the magnitude of national

and global water resources, leading to strategies for use in developing

optimum conservation and amenity measures for freshwater

ecosystems and the commercial value of fisheries and aquaculture;

• integrate models of water resource and freshwater ecosystems in order

to address the conflicting interests between water resource

development/management and the maintenance of a healthy

freshwater system, including fisheries and aquaculture.

CEH RESEARCH PROGRAMMES

• •

He /tag -
thi.earws
tiolnilaton
-pesiiltrreje

Wirin-r;And
dP,Pindisdaisbar.
4Yerf 21 lieas;

Metior water resource shortages aite
some regions in the nearfuture. The Figure
illustrates t be concerneapressed by the
JR has developed a rigomus approach to
assessing waterdemands and resource

This approach uses rainklinwnqfprouting models awl global datasets (0.5"x 0.5" 111 stecheckinga riverflom gauging station
grid). A 'water availability index, being the ratio  of  water availability to demand, is in Botswema.
calculated for each grid. An area qf Eastgrica which supports an estimated
population bf 164 million was selectedfOr the pilot study This research is supported
bythe Oveneas Development Administration,
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The urban environment

14 ANNUAt EPOR•I

- - -

ri t.ers and uettercourses in our industrial
cit ies are often polluted and unsightly but
they do not °env to  Ins (1:1-1prdrological
and figshuaterecoloieat research all./ lead
to a better understanding of the processes
upturn ing nab nt the urban environment.
caul thus to pmposetts Jot. Unprot.enteta.

Although ten per cunt ofthe UK is covered by urban developments, and inhabited

lay 90% of the population, the amount of research on urban environments is

pooch; integrated. The CRC Green paper tnt the ratan ent'ironment published in

1990 considered the problems faced in environments and emphasised the

need for an holistic approach so that solutions imposed for resolving one problem

shouldnot create or exacerbate others. The effective management of urban systems

requires knowledge of processes within. and interactions between. many areas of

science and engineering, egwater chemist ry. hydrology, the role of atmospheric

dynamics and chemistry and terrestrial and freshwater rehabilitation methods.

GIft I has a spread or research projects addressing urban environmental issues

and  these are  now  being integrated_

13S1‘41  .

Starling (Sal mus yulgaris) -  a common sight lit our cit ies. Fonder/ lelital research al ITE
inlystzlgating the effects qf man-made alteratitu is to the birds enshonnuaa at-, its
distribution and abundance.



Jagger Park Wood in the Calder Valley l'orksbire, is an ecologically important
fonner mediatunl deer park in the middle of a highl.y industrial ama.

.4domestic refitse lanelfill site nearing complet km. Sticeesspel restoration and re-
vegetation require thorough remediation based mt understandingof site geolorn .
hydrology and soil processes. all of utich influence the sit/lab/lay til/be site fi».
plant growth.

The key challenges include:

identifying patterns and processes in land use change in urban

environments, including the use of remotely sensed data and the

development of geographical information systems:

assessing the ecological value of  a  range of urban habitats and

understanding the patterns of distribution and abundance of

species within them, and developing models t4T predict the

response of species and/or communities to habitat/environmental

change;

• developing models of water movement and pollutant transport for

urban areas:

• understanding and modelling biochemical and microbiological

processes in urban Soils and Water.

CEH RESEARCH PROGRAMMES

Calder Valley west Yorkshire
shooing:

• coast ing ti”ocilcutel ( upper),
• slopes availabk fiw additional woodland planting
taking accoun qf constraints
imposed by existing alternative (mainly built) land
use and wildlife conservathm anel conentiv

considerations

CE1-1 ANNUAL REPORT 1994-95 15
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Soil and soil/vegetation interactions

III undertakes research on soil watermeasurements 1,, make parts uf the world. /be
photograph shows a scientist prepewing it sod column JOr hydraulic conduct Wily
nawszeremems in central Atnaronian pasture as part en' /be nglo-BRazillan Amaroni m
Climate Observation Smile  ntuktiCOM.  dite In V ect slIpporled /7.1'lhe (lrerseas
Development Administration.

Physical, chemical and bioric interactions in soils are intimately related to all

aspects of land use and management, and hence to their impact on biodiversity.

"Me combined interactions between soil, vegetation and atmosphere control the

flux of water evaporating into the atmosphere and flow to rivers and aquifers.

Quantification of such processes is thus of fundamental importance in the

management and assessment of water resources. Understanding of soils and

soil processes. from the macro to the microbial scde, is essential to the description

and prediction of the persistence and environmental impact of pollutants in soils

and their movement into lakes, rivers and aquifers. An understanding is also

necessary ofsoil/vegetation heterogeneity and how the dominant processes change

over a range chime and space scales.

o_

the movenient olPesticides is being
measured tintrigh a heave clay soil in

Oxfords/J/1r. Miler ig iii the mole
thwins and field drains ulthin the chos
is automatic-Mir sampled fin-chemical
analysis

25 -

6 -

5 -

4 -

3 g
6130 g

, ,
-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0

base-acid (mM)

'the Windermere Dunne .11iA:tom Model
(WHAM) has been developed in ottder
interpret and predict the chemistry f
aquatic and soil s),stents dominated by
natural organic matter ite Figures show
how the model is able fi, match
obsentalions of pit and dissolved otganie
catton (DOC) in a sample of organic soil.
("mated with acid and base. Such fitting
is a prerequisite to to ulostanding and
predicting the responses of uphoul soils to
changing loads  of  acidity. impantments
in dra/i tage. applications qf time and
climatic change.



A study at ITh funded by the Marine Pollu arm Confltd Unitis testing the enrironmentat
acceptability of disposal, try brined and lantharming in sandy coastal areas, oft filed beach
materials resultingfront spit& at sea. The reseanh Is centred on the processes ofmicrobial
degradation of hytirocarbons. tbe potentia(for brdrocarbon contamination of
groundwaters. and the revegetation of disposal sites The qpperphotograph shows the
treatment plots at (Steals. Cundtria, a here intensive studies are testing landfarating
methods, and the lysimeters and meteorological station being usedfisr manitmlatit'e
experiments in the grounds of ITIfs Merleurood ResearchStation are shown below.

Key challenges being addressed are to:

define and understand the relationships between soil and

vegetation processes, and use such understanding to detect, predict

and reduce the adverse consequences of human activity in land,

freshwater and eoastal ecosystems;

develop models of the flux of water through the soil/vegetation/

atmosphere continuum, and use these to improve the efficiency of

resource management;

predict how major environmental change (including climate

change) will affect soil and vegetation processes and the impact of

such changes on water resources and land use.

CEH RESEARCH PROGRAMMES

Sap flow gauges etre used to measure the
transpiration ratesofirees in an agroforestry
project in Kenya funded by ODA. The
technique is one of a number ased
stparate the teener used bydifkrent
components of the soilirrekgetaton sr,stem.
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Biodiversity - monitoring understanding
and managing

64

c 32 -c,

IS C

ARCH

4 8 16 32 64
Predicted eggs (000)

The abiliTy gl a sb ;chase ic spatial  nmdel  of buticrpgant hi/twat:lions

to predict the population size of Maculinea when bulterflies.
measured  in the ew slaw, wt 1.3 other sites in the Pyrenees  and
Alps.  The model teas ts ins/ edfrom field am I laboratTny
meets-airmen/sot' iSparatneters 4kt/tut the In tuerlly ants and  gentian
(the buttett ''searlv !art.( 11/0061 Ph  a 77). witty beta originally

parameterisefrom a  singles/he (a .1) in theVanish Pwrnees. The fintd

err:4017w' the model txplains 92x,oflhe beturen-site variation in m
relselipomelaWmsire (WIT ISS these I imam/aim/  ii (WS, and  can therefore he

used with confidence to shrill/We  dilferent optionsfOr  lbe coliserztetion
Mk:globally  duratened swtles olknge blue butterfly

The United Nations ( lonventiim on Biohigical Diversity places this topic high on the

international agenda for research. Understanding biodiversity is necessary to guide

conservation policies and to support the activities of the biologically based industries.

(Till research is directed towards improved understanding of the relationships between

biodis ersity and chemical, physical and biotic processes and interactions, including the

impacts of management on terrestrial, freshwater and coasud enviri)nments.

nclersta ndi ng the tlictors and processes t hat are responsible for determining the

abundance and distribution of organisms in [rest iwater and terrestrial environments. and

which help to maintain community diversity, is essential tor the consentation of

important or endangered species. It is also important nt quantify' the extent of genetic

variat ion in natural pi ipti lations. to investigate mechanisms of poptilio ion differentiatit

and speciation, and to develop genetic markers for application in studies of breeding

biology. dispersal. gene flow and population structure.

ITE has  beet suulTMig wort( ts
neost  entlangerwl  buttetjiles. xs a

revMuftis  research, the  only
British  species ol  huge  blue
hutterlly (\lactilinea arion ).

which became extinct  in Bri  ban

in the /970s. bas been re-

established  the photograph

shows a  Jonah-  large blue

bullet/Tx (Mae  ni inca rebel')
laying  egtts  on gentian (G  CFI liana

enneiata h the  Moe/plena  Of its
caterpillars/or lbe first three

weeks 41,/fr the lower

phontgraph  she m w young

ea/eV/hers «hid) are SOW;

adopted into Mynnica

co/atties. where they liveJW  1 I
months, mimiching  the ant grubs

a tat being fiul hr us-nker ants.



The upper-photographgivesan impression of the nat ural abundance and diversity of ;ciliated
protozoa. In lake sediment placed in a glass chamber Ti cm wide) oxygen consumption exceeds
supplyso the aerobic ciliates 17101w upwardsfiillowing the retreating avygew

The key challenges are to:

• determine the factors controlling and maintaining biological diversity;

• develop the ability to model and predict the consequences for

populations and communities of environmental change at a variety of

spatial scales, in order to underpin strategies for wildlife conservation

and the enhancement of biodiversity:

quantify the extent of genetic variation in populations and predict the

consequences for populations in relation to environmental change at

both local and global scales:

enhance our ability to identify and exploit natural biological and

microbiological resources through better knowledge and understanding

of biodiversity and the genetics and biology of species and populations.

CEH RESEARCH PROGRAMMES

Reconstruction ofa bluetongtw virus
core flout a env-electron micrograph
ai 24A resolution. showing Vli7
tidiness t3-ellou9 and the undenteadi
scuffidding layer of11,3 molecules
omp/c9.

High plant species richness on Scott ish
alfhne rock ledges is fimnd almost
exclusively on inaccessible
rungrazed) basic rock. The role of
high pH in pro/noting species richness
in this emdronn tent is still an enigma;
in other continents mauy of the most
species-rich communities are on acid
sods. The effects of sheep and deer
grazing in Scotland are better
understood and are the subject of
longderm research by the Institute qf
Terrestrial. &doge.
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Biological and biotechnological control of

pests and diseases

WTBE Austria
SSE Spain

LIIMA54 Ireland

L.LI/I Wales  
LIN

 Ll/S13526

LI/31
— LI/261 Sea land
— LUG and —

LI1369 Eng and
Ll/917

LI/NOR

LI/A
Negishi

LI/K
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The programme is concerned with the development of new approaches

and pathogens for the control of pests and diseases. This ranges from the

use of pathogens (eg viruses, bacteria) for the control of pest species, to

methods of controlling disease agents maintained by wildlife reservoirs and

vectors. Thus the research includes the development and risk assessment

of genetically modified vind and bacterial biopesiicides (linked with the

programme on environmental risks), the application ofBacillus  thungensis  for

controlling blackflies (simulids) in riversand the preparation and testing of

vaccines. A key element of this programme is to develop control methods

that are environmentally acceptable and technologically innovative, with the

imtential for wealth creation.

 OHF Omsk  
— FETBE
—FETBE/205

 VSTBE Siberia
TSE Turkey

Far-east Russia

LGT Malaysia

POW Ontario

KEE' India

lhe mode and tempo of iick-horne encephalitis (TBki Mrus cm/whin and dispersal cem

help lo explain the eliweimics qf pandemics. epidemics and energy diseases. ihe

chtelogrant Minims/1-a les (he mode of evolution of the tick-borne encephalitis virus

complex Assuming louping (11) virus as the reference rims, a detailed phylogenetic
miali'SISslitneed increasing sequence ilicergence in the westieast geographical

orientalion, indicatinga cline. She kmJaciorkr Mis elm/welch:a ic seems to be the

tick, which imposes constraint on Me dispersal ij the l'il'US. /he inset shows the

common sheep tick il xodes ricinuso



The key challenges are to:

• explore and expand the range of naturally occurring pathogens which can be

utilised for the control of disease vectors and the pests of agriculture and

forestry:

• develop and assess the erivironmental safety of nov l means of pest control

using genetic modification;

understand the processes of disease maintenance and transmission in o de

assess and maximise the efficacy of new control methods;

identify the components of host/pathogen interactions at a molecular, cellular,

organismal and population level  10  identify and target control methods.

 Cperopmera brunant“h- a CZ?

.;! ha t  bee?! eicrelopcdprr:

C0i01:(1hin Wit')  dila

Y.! lietics at 111: on (be role eV  naturri:'

Oit7?2,es Ui Ft< rExii

lartwe o the MOill  (Ching

itlefgCliCile pint n rta
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Global change

Change (%)

1--60

-60 to -40

-40 to -20

20 to -10 i
-10 to 0

0 to 10

10 to 20

20 to 40
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Scenarios derived from global atmospheric models are used to assess the impacts

of global change on the hydrological and biogeochemical cycles. Changes in these

cycles may alter the yield of existing or planned water resources and thesize and

frequency of floods and droughts. Raised temperature, atmospheric carbon

dioxide and UV-B radiation resulting from such changes win affect terrestrial and

freshwater ecosystems. A better representation of the hydrological and biological

processes in the global atmospheric models should lead to an improvement in the

predictions and scenarios, and hence in our ability to plan for change.

40 to 60 Td>120

60 to 80

80 to 100

 100 to 120

The changes in climate clue to increasing

let vls  of  atmospheric carbon diatide can be
modelled by General Circulation Models

Wells  I. Such models poeide scenarios to

assess the potential impact  of  global
warming on hydrological and ecological

systems.

Within CELL HI has taken such scenarios

mid applied them to a series  of  bydrological

models in a number  of  regions a emend the

world Thephotographs show a fragile
soul bent Africa en eitonment in Zimbabwe,

potentially rely setts/Me to clintatic and

hydrological change. The modelled change
in anmad runoff for the region is shoe!». in

the map for the year 2050. Much  of
southern Neica, ahead), prone to extreme
drought events, esperiences a f lather

decrease in nt null while some currently

wet regions, such as Alaclagasca show
sails/wand increases.



Lizard orchid limantoglossum hireinv in) - clisfribittions of cerla in plan ts arc hreolicteel to change with a I

51701r the suitable habitat and climate for the lizaal orchid anti its onalichal distribution in theitar 2050.

The key challenges are to:

improve the representation of hydrology and biology in global

atmospheric modelsenabling better predictions of global

environmental change;

predict the impact of global environmental change on natural

ecosystems, water resources and land use/agriculture, at regional

and global scales.

wain/ate The maps

fln ohen-o oft chamber ea ITY Edinburgh to
on tbe impacto reh-fated carbon &oriole
offinest peas are being carried ma

e sae-lies
the slants
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Environmental risks, including rare events

Hoods can pose a severe risk to human Me and to infrastructure, at/di/ash floods such as
this are both difficult tplbrecast mid  expensive  to elesbzn against 111 is apdeing tour; bls bnprovcd
methods offloodfbrecastingand more rehablenieanspfdes-10ebigengineeringuorksfivflood
pmtafron.

24 CEN ANNUAi RErOR—

There are several distinct components to CEll research within this sector.

Advanced techniques will be developed for assessing the frequencies of

extreme rainfall excess or deficit leading to floods or drought of different

durations and spatial extents. Methods for modelling the temporal and spatial

dependence of hydrological extremes using integrated hydrological catchment

models, including water quality, arc particularly important. One element of this

research is forecasting hydrological extremes using integrated hydrological

catchment models coupled with real-time river flow data and precipitation fields

estimated from radar.

A second aspect is concerned with the impact of rare events, such as forest or

heathland fires, unusually cold winters, drought, exceptional winds, epidemics

of disease, unusually high densities of pests, or loss of a key predator on

ecosystems. increasingly, ecologists are finding that the dynamics of many

systems are dominated by such rare, extreme and often unpredictable events.

The third aspect to the research is concerned with the risks to the environment

associated with releases of genetically modified organisms (CM0s). This is

closely linked with the Oil I programme on the biological and biotechnological

control of pests.

20

0

Moods afflict morepeople
uorldwide Man any other natural
hazard. Research by 10 staff is
aiming to itnpmve methods offlood
prediction hy enabling h)drologists
and etzgineers to estimate the flood
magnitude with a given risk of
exceeitanve (return period) for
regions with little or no/low data.
&MAR is a dimensionless mtio of
flood peak over the mean. ammal
flood. and curves fifr a I annber of
African countries are shown beloni.

12

,7

z 14
6

' 2,3

5
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Yhe past summer in Britain has been characterised by extremely low
rainfalls and runoff Omcern has been raised as to the ler r)f reliabilifr

of water supplies in such extreme droughts. (EH resecach rovides

objective techniques for estimating the severity of such elm, ghts and also
provides planners and engineers with methods for desigieb g surface wa ter

sources capable of ineethig demand during such extreme e vats

The key challenges are to:

• develop generic methods for the statistical estimation of risk of

environmental extremes and the minimisation of environmental,

economic and social impacts:

• develop and implement decision support systems for liver flow

and water quality forecasting, based on real-time data collection;

• understand and model the role of rare events in relation to

ecosystem processes;

predict, and thereby avoid, hazards that may be associated with

releasing GMOs into the  environment.

Release silefima gowned/1'
modified beau/minis
hosecticide uhich produces an -6
insect-seleclit e scorpion toxin,
'Jhelum/action ofthe loxin

means that pest cabnpillens (see inset) ewe killed nave rapidly.

resulting in less damage to the  crop.  RfEll are using this as a
model system to assess whether there am any risks attached to

the release ofgenetieally ntodified biopeslicides.

Wild cabbage in grassland on the cliff
tops in Dorset otich are the subject of
get ?e'', dow? anti virus inumwt studies
in context with (IMO releases.
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Pollution assessment and control

Po/llamas can arise from a range of local or diffuse sources. t Mess carefidly located and
numaged tocistef.rom landfills pf the Ofie shown ahove may lead to pollution of bodtt
surfacc in undinground water C.Eli is using existing and developingnewniathematical
model's to predict the impact on the el wironmen t the polluthIg materials flowingfrom
5101 Wasl eS.
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Within this programme the physical, chemical, hydrological, sedimentological

and biological processes that determine the dynamics and impacts of all types

of pollutants in air, land, freshwater and coastal regions will be measured and

modelled. Research is also concerned with improving biological methods for

detecting pollution through investigation of behavioural, physiological, cellular,

and genetic responses of a range of organisms. It includes research on

environmentally acceptable methods of waste disposal and on bioremediation

and restoration of contaminated land and water. An important facet of the work

is the application of the critical loads concept, to predict the consequences of

atmospheric deposition of various types of air-borne pollutants on land and

water with differing baseline geology and chemistry.

Major pollution incidents such as that which followed the explosion at

Chernobyl, or the major industrial pollution of the Rhine, are distingtdshed by

their rarity. The scale of resultant impact largely depends on the dynamics of

thc pollution dispersal, which is governed by the hydrological conditions

prevailing at the time of, and immediately after, the event.

An elect /011ie tnicrograph from Matof
an insect cell culture, showing a Osed cell
at different stages of danzage.

40

300.
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Heat y metal contambiation a long a
/reinsert lead ing a way from a polyethifene
warehouse destroyed by/Peona site
oco (pied hy a ruined Roman temple.
Healy mcials provide very useful markers
to assess the exent of tenvstrial pollution
resuilingfioniplastics fims as manyplastim
tfiniain high levels ofhemynzetalshi their
fry-mu/anon (as adorn; its,niavackenkfitune
retenrim its and stabilisosy



Scientists at rIE Monks Wbod are studying
the effects qf toxicants on earthworms. The
photograph shows the experimeUtal
containers being positioned in the field

The key challenges are to:

describe and model the transport and fate of a wide range of

pollutants, whether from point sources, such as waste disposal

sites, or from diffuse sources, through the air, land and aquatic

environments;

determine the impacts of pollutants on water and land resources,

organisms and communities, and develop strategies for their

control and remediation;

predict accurately the dispersal characteristics, fate and impacts of

pollutants released into the atmosphere, water or on to the land

following major industrial incidents.

CEH RESEARCH PROGRAMMES

Crilical Icad
(kg N na- • yr

• <2.8

 

2.8-7.0

n 7.0-14.0

II 14.0-280

II  >28.0

On-site pollution resultingfmm a fireat a
Nast ics recycling plant. This fire resulted in
large quantit ies of heavy metals and
organics being deposited in a neighbouring A map pmduced hy the En vimnnwntal Information Centre at fi Alonies U>bociL shou'ingcrit ical

Scots phte (PinusN)' lvestriti)pleiwation. loads ofnitmgenfor conifirousfi»vst in Britain.
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Cross-sectoral research

A number of CEH research activities are cross-cutting, often dealing with new

and innovative technology, and are vital to the success of many of the more

traditional research areas. Primarily these activities are concerned with:

• remote sensing

• national environmental databases, computing and collections

• instrumentation

Remote sensing

Remotely sensed data from both aircraft and satellites have a very wide range of

applications in environmental science at a wide range of spatial_ scales. MI

plays a prominent role in the interpretation and validation of remotely sensed

data, and in the development of new applications as additional instrumentation

and technologies become available. Applications include:

• land cover mapping and detection of environmental change in Britain:

• information gathering tbr the management of resources in arid lands:

• mapping changes in intertidal zones in relation to feeding areas for waders;

• determining the distribution of ph ytoplankton in rivers;

• detecting areas of deforestation and regrowth in tropical forests.

This image shows the suspended sed !meta con cenfrathms in a idal stretch of the river
Ouse north of Goole, WI 2 Augusl /994. Lou, cbncent rations, shown in green, typtly the
centre qf the river and the lee cf the island whilst high concentrations, shouw in red are
Jbund where Me flow separates.from the banks and the isla nd ram / near bridge piers. The
image is the result tfrmeessft daktfam the(orn/lac-IA/MonteSpectral Imager (C -15.0mounted
in the NEBC, aircraft /be high sisectml resolution qf this instrument provides the opportnnitoo
day/opnovel neetlicdologiesTbrnmelitori,igthespatialdistritnekm afuganyinalit)j)altunetet

The key challenges -are to:

develop algoridmas to interpret remotely sensed data so as to improve

understanding of ecological and hydrological processes;

advance terrestrial and freshwater science by the use and

interpretation of datasets from new sensors;

extend existing data based on remotely sensed imagery and develop

new datasets to meet the emerging requirements of the NERC user

community.

Land Covet Map qf scaellitemlerived data flu-
Grea t Britain, produced al Me BE
Em tvicon men ial Information Centre. gives 25
classes of land cover at a 25 metre resolza



through TELl CEIT also maintains the Culture Colkaion ql Algae and POUOToa as a
source of m a (vile-1116r resect rch. with wound 1700 strains of algae and protozoa The
photographs show ex situamservalionof polish?, &ix-Intensity ihe maintenanceof algal
cultures elerem Tunmentally eonardled conditions defiT and ibe cooprasenain,iotagat
cultures (right).

National environmental databases, computing and collections

MI has an important national role in_ the collecting. collaring and monitoring

of environmental dam. The ITE Ern onmental far( irmation Centre (E.IC is an

important repository  of  such data. For example. the distributions of over

000 species are held M the Biological Record", Centre of the [IC Data

the fauna ot rivers throughout the UK are managed by Mi. these databases

provide a resource tor bic)geograpltical researclI using advanced statistical and

spatial modelling methods, whilst a knowledge of the geographical distribution

of species underpins much ecological research and consen. at ion work.

The rational exploitation, site <km n and management of water

depend on quality-controlled time series and spatial clamsets, Os do flood

peaks and their frequency of occurrence. The collation. Organisation and

analysis  of  large datasets from the LK and overseas are managed by

These include the UK National River Flow Archive which contains 13.3

million items  of  information. and the Environmental Change Network (p8).

The key challenges arc to:

• maintain the high quality of the existing national hydrological and biological

data records and culture collections, and add new material;

use predictive models to give an objective assessment of environmental quality;

survey and monitor changing land use and predict the impacts on ecology and

water resources;

• maintain the quality of the laud classification, land use and other ecologically/

hydrologically related databases and secure their long-term integrity;

• make best use of GIS in the management, interpretation and presentation of the

data resources;

• increase awareness, availability and usage of the data by the scientific,

industrial and commercial cOmmunities and the public at large.

The AUtiona Water Archive  (Al27.4) is  maintained
by III  The  NWA  reanz prepares the  Ilydrological data
yearhooks  and the Toonibily  Hydrological suffix-nary
for Great Britain.
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WE has secured Eumpean Unionfunditeg
to develop an aulcunated nentork of unto-
quality monitoringstations /he
photogretph shows the one on Esibrvai
Water in Onnbria. These stations recoirl
et range of water qua lity and
meteorological paranteters Data are
transmitted by radiolelemetry to a shore
star ion fi.» retrieval hy telephone modem,

seivi stations will be deplored hi
Ireland, Spain and the LTIC lhe project

demotistrate bow this technology cat/
improve our irtiderstanding of the
response offreshwater st,slems to elaydo-
day chan,ges in the weather.
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Instrumentation

Experiments, environmental monitoring, manipulation and observation are vital

components of CEH science, generating a need for instrumeras to perform and

record the necessary measurements, often under harsh environmental •

conditions in remote areas. The degree of specialisation of the work of CEH

Institutes often means that no suitable instruments can be obtained

commercially. Where this is the case, CEFI scientists have an impressive record

of developing instruments to make measurements which were not possible

previously. In some cases, a very expensive and rare facility needs to be set up.

Examples include the range of capacitance soil water sensors and atmospheric

gaseous flux measurement systems developed by IH, radioactive pollutant

detection equipment at 1TE,atmospheric deposition collectors developed by

HT, and cryogenic electron microscopes at IFE and IVEM.

The emphasis in environmental instrumentation is moving away from the

development of individual sensors and towards instrumentation systems, which

record the measurements from an array of sensors in a co-ordinated fashion and

allow several different environmental variables to be intercompared and/or

combined. The WE Automatic Water Quality Monitoring Station and the

Automatic Soil Water Station are good examples.

A soil warm big ex-per/meta byITE on the crest of the Pennines in northern Englaild has
involved the design and production qf ct soil sin face heatheg system to ma intani sail cores in
acrylic lysimeters. ft.' above that of-similar controls firs/meter leachates and gas emissions
are monitored for carbon flux nett deluged temperanor.



it-  o it bath

p, am, fa! ”nel ai dive dip
depths on an hoe basis The bignse
ineasm ed soil pa a Y
iratibixf02';isifr' III vr
Ca pidnance it men Cratmil senSors gl the

other applications include inynf

baband prediction. monitoring if seter
balm zees. mph ftn recharge and as 17/7 aid in

weasuring in Ill n /qt. Iranspoi the
seInstinnans 53
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The key challenges are to:

to understand the basic environmental processes and issues

sufficiently to specify, design, install and operate instrument

systems for measuring the key variables in an appropriate Manner;

• to develop instruments capable of monitoring all ever-increasing

range of environmental variables;

• to Make instruments capable of withstanding harsh environments

(often with extremes of temperature, humidity and subject to

flooding) for long periods;

to design and operate instruments and logging systems over long

periods unattended. This implies low power requirements and use

of solar, wind, etc, energy.

CE1-1 RESEA:11CF-.

r
50 100 150 200 750 300 350

Days

ATMs cito-eled mu icroscOpe. a Phibps C11/20 cry, will) the
latest 0:\d'ord [Its/runletas (13500 co,otransfes sI,stent fl as
installed in 1991 this insliwnent was the jPst qf Its ope in the Li IC
and Oaltbrel Insobmients plc are aorta! !cadet's in (alto-technology
and are continuing to impan,e and develop cni?ont:M

collaboration utithIltlitlif. (bso-eletaron microscopy enables
scientists to /tweed igate structural characteristics gla,iretses
bactola andtorany other  0»e  t i t nkwbe observingthem i b l a t z e n -
b i s t m t e d s/c/ic 7be specinita?Sant s i m p b f r o z e n r a p i d l y in water unbolt!
aqy 1.7)z-wen-aft e.corstain$ andso their structure re»Iabis as it was in

real IN,. albeit in'sltspeneted rtninialind. The crjt bintages obtainedare
used logenetate dnve-dimensionaldala esingcon :peter imagkiesx'essing
tabnignes
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Environmental impact assessment
and valuation

Inadequate urban drainage can lead to flooding which may bri nguntrealed sewage and street wastes into direct contact with people.and
thus pose a serious health hazard. The picture shows the 1994 flooding in the centrct offabore, in Pakistan. Cal's Institute qf Hydrology is
undertaking research within Lahore in collaboration with the Pakistan Centre o f Excellence in Water Resomte Engineering lhe research
will anali•se and model urban floods and use the -results to improve urban drainage designproced ures in monsoon climates. The work is
being extended to Kanpur in India and Dhaka in Bangladesh.

32 CL:1 HNU. •epo 9‘M-9S

Evaluating the sociological and human health impacts of the environment

and environmental change will provide the basis for cost benefit analysis

of measures for environmental remediation and improvement. GEM has

undertaken many research projects concerned with environmental impact

assessment hut only a very limited number of these have included any

detailed consideration of economic or health-related issues. However,

concern in relation to such issues is increasing, and this is a sector in

which CM plans to expand its core science. Close collaboration will be

maintained with the Economic and Social Research Council and with the

Medical Research Council.



The resbnsaion of fin und and semi-mum-al habitats is increasingly becoming part of

major call angineerikyprojects Since 199 / ,  /then  uswk started on the 11(3 monwu  by  link

al DTI:lord Down. HE has been Inbt filing ecological advice to tbe consulting engineers

and has been responsible Tbs /he restoration of ha ofilountand on meets of arable land

and the ((landscaped route of a dttfi Inc( cared carriagewfiv In/env/he methods hare been

ekveloped en al detailed botanical and Inver filwate monnornig of the restoration is

scheduled until 20fil.

The key challenges are to:

• model the pathways whereby pollutants impact on human health

by ingestion in water or food or through inhalation;

• quantify the psychological and other health benefits of access to

recreation in the countryside;

o predict the consequences on health of changing enYironmental

conditions at a range of scales from local to global;

estimate the real cost of environmental change to aid decision-

making.

In der doping the  IT 'itch sn
bet/yeah Rot Te ffarbe ur and tOitstt'ttet lttC tb

enbots pipeline to the thimble 011 fermi
tm Nor ahamptcnt Welter BP LSploration

needeello lake account itfa range of
cokflicling interests. ITE has assessed the
implicatiotisihrsenliqtatural plant and
animalcommunities qf locating wellsites
and associated since/up-es in particular areas

en id so helped to choose optimal locations. It

bes also pmilded ach,ice on mute selection

for pipelb res and pnkluced pntscrikt ions fine

the sowal restotation of &slatted habitats
fittllowingpipelitat installation.

w'ellandsprocidea ulde range of -important

final ions lincludingfkod ane,, taltion.
nuWent removal givntndwaler re/tat-pg.

J»bmisibte of wildlife habitat). pot/acts (such
as fish, pasture land, fueheoel, medicates)

and at bible/es (eg scenic beauty, historical/
cultural value). Wilb fiazdibg from the
ka» tsar cenustntion,p»' walla:Ids of
inhaven/vital hnpodancc in collaboration

with !be Univessity of 1brb, 111 Ts producing
gn /deli nes fin. quantifying Ilse econondc
tblue i ?flbese from-awls. products and
attributes.
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Finance
Science Budget

In the four years up to and including

the formation of CEI i, the level of

Science Budget income available to

maintain Institute nifrastrun tire and

core science first remained relatively

stable in real terms but then fell in

1991-95. CFI I Institutes have,

hmvever, successfully competed for

NERC Thematic Programme funds

and are currently receiving suppift

under the following programmes:

IlIerrestrial Initiative in Global

Environmental Research (TI(;ER)

Land:Ocean Interaction Study'

ildlife Diseases NERC Special

bpic

Pollutant Transport in Soils and

Rocks — NERC Special Topic

lydrological Radar Experiment

I DIREN1 — NERC Special Topic

Commissioned Research

A significant proportion of Institute

income derives from customers for

20

15

c7,

5

8311

0SV

kervittlsJiWit 11111101al »tit  991-92  to  /99-/-95.
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2

30

20

Ca

10

0

Gill sotores (Jr/now le

Commissioned Research. The

synergy between CR activity and

Institute research programmes brings

added value to the core science.

CE-I wishes to continue to attract

appropriate research. comp/ow:wing

core science work, although major

departmental customers tend to 0 I fer

to suppon Pinllytunded research .

which creates pressures on limited

internalfunds available to Institutes

for the core science. Similarly.

whilst Institutes have been enjoying

fl DoE
fl MAFF
O ODA
0 Other UK Government
ONRA
0 Public
o European Community
fl Private
0 Other receipts

flirt-)

0 Science Budget
LI Thematic Programmes

Commissioned Research
0 Other receipts

marked success in securing

European Conim Linity funds, the

ternis of such support normally

require matching funds to be

identified by the Institute concerned.

The Figure above shows that, whilst

income front att SB sources has

grown slightly in real terms in three

of the last four years, CR income has

Dllen. It is difficult for Institutes to

forecast or respond quickly to a drop

in funding over which they have no

control. Their ability to market their

skills 10 a broad range of customers

in a variety of disciplines does,

however, help limit the impact of

reductions in particular areas. Thus,

whilst income from the public and

private sectors has been falling.

support Ihorn UK Government

customers has been stable overall,

and EC income has increased.

despite strong external competition.

For the future. it is anticipated that

the holistic approach which CEI is

able to adopt, and the establishment

ornew interdisciplinary teams, will

be recognised more widely in the

community This should lead to an

increase in Commissioned Research

activity, particularly in the public

and private sectors.



Indicators of performance
Qualitative and quantitative indicators

used to assess performance and

progress within CEI I Institutes include:

• publications— papers. contract

reports, books, popular articles

peer review of projects and

programmes

the abilirv to secure research

support

the ability to secure commissioned

funding

qualificationsAmining

• commercial industrial44El liaison

• support to the national and

international scientific infrastructure.

eg secondments to l:K Government

bodies, membership of scientific

panels, committees and review

groups, editing scientific journals

and refereeing publications

Two key indicators which demonstrate

the volume, depth and variety of CPA

activity are publications and links, not

only with UK Government departments,

but also with Higher Education

Institutions, commerce and industry.

Publications

Output of peer-reviewed publications,

contract reports and authored books in

CEH over recent years shoWs a rising

trend. GEN Institutes, which account

for approximately 20% of the staff

within NERC, are responsible for

approximately 3596 of the annual

NERC output of peer-reviewed

publications. The level of contract

reports has also risen, and in the three

most recent years for which total NERC

information is available (up to end

1993) approaching 50% of contract

reports produced have come from CEH

Institutes.

Links

CM outreach involves a wide range of

organisations. There are partieulady

strong links between LEI I Instialles

and the Higher Education sector. For

example. there are memoranda of

understanding with nine universities.

13 staff have Visiting Professor status,

and some 258 students at 54 LK and

ten overseas universities have Institute

affiliations (see Appendix 3).

Insofar as industry and commerce are

concerned, there are jointly funded

projects. Commissioned Research

contracts, and other links with

approaching 200 organisations.

Further details of the wide range of

links, both formal and informal, in the

UK and overseas, covering, inter alia,

teaching. training, collaborative

research and customer-funded work.

are summarised in Appendix 4.

Plans for future collaboration include

not only the maintenance and

expansion of current links, but also the

developMent of, and participation in.

new Thematic Programmes and greater

involvement in sectors which may be

linked to bids to the National

Technology Foresight Challenge

Programme.

1000
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E 600
_a

z 400

200

staffpublica

s.
,t rl,  04"(6

4) dp ck ocp
.0  2  eti N
4  di, 6 61" N

6 i, 66  o. .c??
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INDICATORS  OF PERFORMANCE

A wide range of

indicators are used to

assess performance and

progress within CEH.

LI Peer reviewed
El Contract reports
El Books (authored)

0
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" Olt scientists an cOIC011niged to liaise will)

schools.  Visits to Institute •ites are

untrotneet, lectures are ,t4iren inert
(owl 'et held lbe tippet-photograph

shores  Adam Whenion (centre)  who  tins ihe

'rimier of the/995 HI Erwin content Prizac

Ile is seen withlenny hnston. Bead  of  611,

Foote at King stlirec IS  School.  %Vantage. awl

Dr Andrew. inheretli, Ill Schools Liaison
Officer. Adam's essay -Hie Stentand Janney
Reservoir tins a unIthalmiceci stole/inert

piece that clentonstrithul a n'ick

lenflerst and ing the ism fes involved Tim

lous cr photograph shines schoolchildrenJOme
a local seconclary school usitcg the cuhren.

hit for mierobiolner and lechnoloty,
detyloperl and martuicia by the rcnIture

Os/lee/ion op-Cigar.and  Pado200.

Staff
Iligh-quality. well-qualified. well-

trained and nn Aiya ter! staff are

recognised as being the key resource

of Me Centre for Ecology and

Hydrology. There are currently 629

staff in the organisation. of whom 182

are on fixed term appointments.

In addition to staff employed within

CEK some •5 visiting workers and

258 students (undergraduate. CASE and

postgraduate) have been working in

(T.11 Institutesduring the year.

New areas or CIlvironmental science

are emerging, :Ind the mix ot skills

L

Pnyessor Brianllitkinnut Dir ED /crowed inct a cheque to Ingin
theAthol Itio/ocyin School In inutile, in supLecrt ollionsorsInpico

Biolo;to. in Silo( cislSnreunicte theoft/red law eh

required to meet new -challenges is

changing. Through planned

restructuring.  NERC and 031-1

funds are being allocated to

enable 21 stalr lo leave voluntarily

on early retirement terms. This,

coupled NN.ith careful management

and a blend of new appoimments,

an active training programme, and

imaginative and constructke

invoduction of students and other

visiting workers, is helping CFI I to

meet these new challenges.

UNIT site addresses and senior staff

are listed in Appendix 6.

UtrchonSecretaiTO

96:Action for



APPENDIX 2

Thematic Programmes

The NERCThematicProgrammessuppon basic and strategicresearch andtrainingofthe

highest quality, targeted at speaftcthemes arisingfrom the NERC mission and identified

through the NationalTechnologyForesightProgramme and the NERCstrategic planning

process Several ofthe lbematicProgrannneshave CEH scientists asProgramme Secretariesor

Managers. The CEH Institutes bid into the programmesforresearchfunding often in

collaboration with university partners. CEH is involved with two major Thematic Programmes

-TIGER (Table 1) an d LOIS (Table 2), and with a number of small ones (Table 3).

A total of 128 awards

have been made to 42

organisations.

Terrestrial Initiative in Global

Environmental Research (TIGER)

'the 5,20M Directorate of Science and

Technology programme is organised

and run by CEH scientists. The

programme is divided into four main

parts:

TIGER 1 Carbon cycle on land

TIGER 2 Sources and sinks of trace

greenhouse gases

TIGER 3 Influence of the water and

energy budgets

TIGER 4 Impacts of global change on

terrestrial ecosystems

The primary mode of funding is

through consortia who address

objectives set by the TR;ER Steering

Committee. In addition, there were

three calls for Special Topic projects

that were in responsive mode. Within

TIGER there was also support for joint

initiatives with the Biotechnology and

Biological Sciences Research Council

(BBSRC) Biological Adaptation to

Global Environmental Change

(BAGEC) Thematic Programme,

concerning facilities for manipulating

carbon dioxide and IN-B radiation.

Support is provided for the TIGGER,

or Geology in TIGER programme, and

for designated Environmental Change

APPENDICES

Network sites. A total of 128 awards

have been made to 42

organisations.

The programme manager is Mr Max

Beran (1H). His office acts as

Secretariat for the Steering

Committee and maintains records,

both scientific and financial. He is

supported by three scientific co-

ordinators: TIGER.1 and 2, Mr

Graham Bell (ITE); TIGER 3, Dr

Howard Oliver (IH); TIGER 4, Dr

Clive Cummins (ITE).Co-

ordination of the TIGGER

programme has also recently been

taken over by Dr Oliver. This team

reports to committees for each area

who are responsible to the Steering

Committee for the overall policy

and control of their part of the

programme.

All proposals for funding within this

directed programme were

internationally peer reviewed, and

CEEI Institutes were successful in a

significant number of cases. TIGER

projects are grouped into consortia,

and these are listed in Table I,

indicating involvement by CEI-I and

other institutions, including

universities.
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Table I. HGERprojecls, shelving GEH involvement

TIGER consortia

TIGER 1 —Carbon cycle on land

Modelling the terrestrial carbon cycle

Carbon flux in tropical forests

Role of biodiversity in carbon flux

Carbon storage and turnover in upland communities

Carbon turnover in upland soils

Microbiologicatprocesses in the terrestria
carbon cycle

TIGER 2 — Trace greenhouse gases

Processes and production of methane

Processes and production of nitrous oxide

Field and regional scale emissions of trace gases

Oxidation processes in the troposphere

Global modelling of the atmosphere methane budget

TIGER 3 — Energy and water budget

Water energy and carbon budget in a tropical forest

Water and energy in Soil/Vegetation/Atmosphere
Transfer (SVAT) schemes

Continental-scale hydrological modelling

TIGER 4 — Impacts on ecosystems

Physiological change as a consequence of climate
and CO2 change

Impact of change on population dynamics of species

Impact of change on the interaction between species

Impact of change on ecosystem structure and function

Effects of climate change at regional and landscape
scales

Influences of climate change on the global
distribution of biomes

NERC/BBSRCjoint programme

Feasibility studies of facilities for
large-scale CO, manipulations

Impact of IIV-13 radiation on natural
large-scale CO, manipulations

Insect/vegetation interactions

CEH ANNUAL REPORT 1994-95

GEN
Institute University

l'I'E Edinburgh

ITE Edinburgh, Swansea, Southampton

Leeds

IT E

ITE, ITE

IFE, ITE

IT E Lancaster

Lancaster, York

Reading, Bristol

Liverpool, Warwick
Liverpool — John Moore

Queen Mary, Westfield College,
Essex, Edinburgh

Dundee Scottish Agric Coll

UMIS1', Edinburgh, Open University

East Anglia, Birmingham, Lancaster

Cambridge, Nottingham

Edinburgh, Lancaster

Lancaster, Reading, Edinburgh,
Stirling, Swansea, UCL

Newcastle, UCL, Imperial College

IFE Essex, Lancaster, Sheffield,
Bangor, UCL

ITE IFE East Anglia, Durham, Lancaster

I '1'11 Sheffield, Aberdeen, Birmingham,
Exeter, Oxford

I1 I1 Reading, Imperial College

ITE. Cranfield, Oxford, East Anglia,
Durham

ITE, I Il Cranfield, Sheffield

Essex
Sussex

IT E Essex
Cambridge
Lancaster

Other

CPB, NRI,
Natural
History Museum

N UT IS

UCPE, CAM

UCPE

Hadley Centre

Silsoe Research
Institute

UCPE
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I

Integratingfund projects
Thefollatvingprcjects have been identified by Directors as beingsuitableforfidIscientific

collaboration between two ormore (EH Institutes. The projects arefundedfrom Science

Budget (seeDirector's introduction).

38 CEHANNUAL REPORT 1994-95

CollaboratingInstitutes
Project title IH IVEM ITE

Hydrological and ecological significance of shallow subsurface
processes on upland water quality

• • •

Upland forest canopy closure - its signi wance for chemistry, ecology
and hydrology

• • •

Combined growth and water use modelling of mixed vegetation • •

Combined hydro-ecological and socio-economic models of land use,
land management and environmental degradation - CHASM project

• •

Modelling the chemical availability of radionuclides in upland organic
soiLs

• •

The role of microbial diversity in regulating ecosystem function • • •

The development of a whole-catchment lake eutrophication model
by the integration of a nutrient leaching/runoff model and a lake
eutrophication model

• •

The microbial basis of methane oxidation in soils • • •

Interactions of viruses, aphids and wild Brassica - a GMO impact
study

• •

Molecular genetics and process level events in the biodegradation of
xenobiotics in rhizosphere soils

• •

Role of seabirds in the epizootiologv of lyme disease • •



APPENDIX 2

Thematic Programmes

The AERC Thematic Programmes support basic and strategic research and trainingofthe

htghast quality, targeted at spectrathemes arisingfrom the AERC mission and idennfted

through the National Technology Foresight Programme andtbe NERC strategic planning

process Several ofthe Thematk Programmeshave all scientists asProgramme Secretaries or

tle - ( 111Instifutes bid into the programmesforresearchfunding, often in

collaboration with university partners. CET Itsinvolved withtwo major ThematicProgrammes

-TIGER (Table 1) and LOIS (Table 2), and with a number of small ones (Table 3).

A total of 128 awards

have been made to 42

organisations.

Terrestrial Initiative in Global

Environmental Research (TIGER)

The V20M Directorate of Science and

Technology programme is organised

and run by CEI I scientists. The

programme is divided into four main

parts,

TIGER 1 Carbon cycle on land

TIGER 2 Sources and sinks of trace

greenhouse gases

TIGER 3 Influence of the water and

energy budgets

TIGER 4 Impacts of global change on

terrestrial ecosystems

The primary mode of funding is

through consortia who address

objectives set by the TIGER Steering

Committee. In addition, there were

three calls for Special Topic projects

that were in responsive mode. Within

'1'16ER there was also support for joint

initiatives with the Biotechnology and

Biological Sciences Research Council

(BBSRC) Biological Adaptation to

Global Environmental Change

(BAGEC) Thematic Programme,

concerning facilities for manipulating

carbon dioxide and UV-B radiation.

Support is provided for the TIGGER,

or Geology in TIGER programme, and

for designated Environmental Change

APPENDICES

Network sites. A total of 128 awards

have been made to 42

organisations.

The programme manager is Mr Max

Beran (1f1). His office acts as

Secretariat for the Steering

Committee and maintains records,

both scientific and financial. Ile is

supported by three scientific co-

ordinators: TIGER I and 2, Mr

Graham Bell (1TE); TIGER 3, Dr

Howard Oliver (IH); TIGER 4, Dr

Clive Cummins (rrE). Co-

ordination of the TIGGER

programme has also recently been

taken over by Dr Oliver. This team

reports to committees for each area

who are responsible to the Steering

Committee for the overall policy

and control of their part of the

programme.

All proposals for funding within this

directed programme were

internationally peer reviewed, and

CEH Institutes were successful in a

significant number of cases. TIGER

projects are grouped into consortia,

and these are listed in Table 1,

indicating- involvement by CEI-1 and

other institutions, including

universities.
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Table 1. TIGER projects, showing CCHinvolvement.

TIGER consortia

TIGER 1 - Carbon cycle on land

Modelling the terrestrial carbon cycle

Carbon flux in tropical forests

Role of biodiversity in carbon flux

Carbon storage and turnover in upland communities

Carbon turnover in upland soils

Microbiological processes in the terrestrial
carbon cycle

TIGER 2 - Trace greenhouse gases

Processes and production of methane

Processes and production of nitrous oxide

Field and regional scale emissions of trace gases

Oxidation processes in the troposphere

Global modelling of the atmosphere methane budget

T/GER 3 - Energy and water budget

Water energy and carbon budget in a tropical forest

Water and energy in Soil/Vegetation/Atmosphere
Transfer (SVAT) schemes

Continental-scale hydrological modelling

TIGER 4 - Impacts on ecosystems

Physiological change as a consequence of climate
and CO, change

Impact of change on population dynamics of species

Impact of change on the interaction between species

Impact of change on ecosystem structure and function

Effects of climate change at regional and landscape
scales

Influences of climate change on the global
distribution of biomes

AERC/BBSRC joint programme

Feasibility studies of facilities for
large-scale CO2 manipulations

Impact of UV-B radiation on natural
large-scale CO2 manipulations

Inseccvegetation interactions
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CEH
Institute

E Edinburgh

IT E Edinburgh, Swansea, Southampton

Leeds

IT E Lancaster, York

ITE, IFE Reading, Bristol

IFE, rrn Liverpool, Warwick
Liverpool - John Moore

IT E Queen Mary, Westfield College,
Essex, Edinburgh

I 'I' E. Dundee Scottish Agric Coll

IT E UMIST, Edinburgh, Open University

FEE East Anglia, Birmingham, Lancaster

Cambridge, Nottingham

I H

I H

I H

1TE, IFE

ITE, IFE

I E

I E E

ITE,

riE,

IT E Lancaster

(Iniversi ty

Edinburgh, lancaster

Lancaster, Reading, Edinburgh,
Stirling, Swansea, LIU,

Newcastle, UCL, Imperial College

Essex, Lancaster, Sheffield,
Bangor, UCI,

East Anglia, Durham, Lancaster

Sheffield, Aberdeen, Birmingham,
Exeter, Oxford

Reading, Imperial College

Cranfield, Oxford, East Anglia,
Durham

Cranfield, Sheffield

Essex

Sussex

I T E Essex
Cambridge
Lancaster UCPE

Other

CPB, N RI,
Natural
I I istory Museum

NUTIS

UCPE, CAB1

UCPE

ladley Centre

Silsoe Research
Institute
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The programme

combines marine,

geological, freshwater

and terrestrial science.

Table 2 LOIS Special Topic projects. showingall in,ohem ent

Land—Ocean Interaction Study

(LOIS)

LOIS is a W20M NERC Thematic

Programme. managed by the

Centre for Coastal and Marine

Sciences (CCMS), The prOgramme

et imbines marine. geological,

freshwater and terrestrial science,

and CEFI Institutes are involved in

many aspects of the research. The

LOIS river basin science is

concerned with the quantification

of river fluxes (physical, biological

and chemical) to the marine

environment and the modelling of

future flimxes under a range of

scenarios. The study area covers

the catchments and coa.stal zone

extending from The Wash to the

Tweed estuary, The river basin

component has about 25% of the

LOIS budget and is managed by

Mr Graham Leeks (IH).

The river basins core science

includes:

• operation of large-scale river

monitoring networks;

• measurement of atmospheric

deposition:

physical, chemical and biological

analysis of water and sediment

samples:

• remote sensing

database development and

predictive modelling.

The LOIS programme has support

from and collaboration with the

National Rivers Authority

(NBA) and the Tweed River

Purification Boardnere are a

number of associated projects funded

by the Department of the

Environment, the Ministryof

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and

the NRA.

CEH Institutes also partieipate in LOIS

Special Topic projects and this

involves collaboration with many

university research teams. All

proposals for funding under the LOIS

Special Topics were subject to national

and international peler review. Those

Special Topic projects involving GEFI

Institutes are listed in Table 2.

APPENDICES
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Table 3. Other 'thematic Programmes with CH I involvement.

Progiudescriptian

Wildlife diseases
Theoretical and structured observational studies in the field
to establish the ecological significance of natural disease in
vertebrate and invertebrate populations
Cost £762K over three years

Large-scale processes
Promotion of innovative and productive studies that improve the
understanding of relationships between processes that occur at
large spatial and temporal scale and those that take place at lower
levels of spatial resolution
Cost £1.5M over three years

Pollutant transport in soils and rocks
A BBSRC/NERC initiative concerned with research into the transfer
of anthropogenic pollutants through soils and the subsurface into
groundwaters
Cost £1.39M over three years

Hydrological radar experiment (HYREX)
Use of weather radar as a remote sensing device to investigate
precipitation processes which will lead to improved lbrecasts for
rainfall and runoff. The N RA, Meteorological Office and
MAIT also provided support to this programme
Cost £720K over three years

Testable models of aquatic ecosystems
Study of aquatic ecosystems from a number of perspectives, including
the establishment of populations in communities, food web structure
and community stability, dynamics in heterogenous environments and
the consequences of individual-based models on population dynamics
Cost .1890K over three years

Environmental diagnostics
Gaining understanding of the effects of industrial waste materials on
the environment and suggesting options for improved management of
such materials. "rhe detailed programmes are currently
under development
Cost.17.238M over five years
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CEH contribution
tomanagetnent

Dr I) Osborn (FIT)
Steering Committee
Secretary and Programme
Manager

Dr R Caldow (ITE)
Steering Committee
Secretary

Mrs A M Roberts (IH)
Programme Manager

Mrs A M Roberts (MD
Programme Manager

Dr S C Maberly (IFE)
Steering Committee
Secretary

Dr I) Osborn (ITE)
Programme Manager

CEllcollaboration
tvithunianities

Cambridge,
Leeds,
Imperial College

Aberdeen, Dundee,
Sheffield,
Birmingham,
East Anglia

Reading,
Cranfield

Reading

Liverpool, Glasgow,
Swansea, Strathclyde,
Sheffield, York,
East Anglia,
Southampton,
Wales, Queen Mary,
Westfield College,
Aberdeen, Warwick
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University links
In additionto numerous collaborative research projects with sister Insittatesinthe

NaturalEnvironinent Research Counei4 C.EH Instituteshave a wide range offonnal

links collaborative prc#ects and affiliationswi &Higher EducationInstitutions.

Formal links with nine universities , including those through co-location:

Aberdeen Oxford Wageningen

Edinburah Reading wales

Lancaster Southampton

Thirteen members of CEH staff acting as Visiting Professors

I It Calder Birkbeck College

D Fowler Nottingham

J Hilton Reading

M Hornung Lancaster

J G Jones Liverpool

A D Pickering Brunel

T M Roberts York

J Sheail Leicester

B W Staines Aberdeen

13 Stewart Southampton (Readership)

E W Tipping Lancaster (Readership)

P G Whitehead Imperial College (fromJanuaty1995 rnoved toReadingasProfessor of Physical Geograpby)

W B Wilkinson Reading

258 students (including sandwich course and CASE students) at CEH institutes from 54 UK and 10 overseas universities

Some 400 university lectures given by staff during the past year

CEH staff acting as external examiners on undergraduate and postgraduate courses at UK and overseas universitie

APPENDICES

Collaborative research with 26 universities through Thematic Programmes such as TIGER, LOIS, TIGGER (see Appendix
2) and extensive involvement with university counterparts in the development of new Research Council Thematic Programme
proposals

Close collaboration with universities on Commissioned Research programmes For example,

• WE manages nine subcontracts with six universities

• IH collaborates with ten universities on various projects

• ITE manages approximately 11M in university subcontracts for UK Government departments involving 25 university
departments

• IVEM collaborates closely with the University of Oxford and has plans for future specific research programmes with

Lancaster, Leicester, Reading, and Imperial College.
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Industrial and commercial links
CEH has a wide range oflinks and contacts with organisations in the industrial and

cominerialsectors

Jointly funded projects with:

Albright & Wilson

Agrevo

Biotrack Ltd

British Biotechnolttgy Ltd

British "Ernst for Ornithology

European Small I I yd ro Asociation

Forest Authirity

Game Conservancy Trust

Glaxo Research and Dev Ltd

Work subcontracted by CE1 I Inst

IFE Contracts

British Petroleum

British Petroleum Operating Co lid

British Nuclear Fuels plc

BOC lid

BOG Foundation

IH has:
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46 projects with 21 consulting firms

21 projects with 15 utilities

18 projects with 14 commercial companies

TIEcontractswith:

British Gas plc

BP Exploration Operating Co Ltd

British Coal Orporat ion

Esso

WEN amtracts with:

Biosys Inc

Centonr (UK) Ltd and Centocor Inc

Glaxo lid

Grundon

HR Wallingford lid

1C L

Logica

National Power

North West Water plc

Nuclear Electric

Oxford Instruments (UK) lid

Powergen

utcs to/from industry/commerce includes:

Cronch, Hogg, Waterman

(Consulting Engineers)

Forth River Purification Board

Mott McDonald Civil lid

North West Water Ltd

Forest Industry Committee of G B

Sir William I lalcrow & Partners Ltd

Hoescht UK

MRM Partnership

Horticulture Research International

Laboratoires VIRBAC

Oravax Inc

Licence agreements for manufacture or for use of patents — approaching 300 overall.

Pfizers Ltd

Pitman-Motre Ltd

Royal Society for the Protection

of Birds

Shell International

Soil Survey and Land Research

Centre

Smith-Kline Beecham Ltd

Zeneca Ltd

Transmanche Link

Travers Morgan Environment

W I I Knights & Sons

Wallace Evans

Mott Macdonald Civil Ltd

Rutland Group

Scottish Forestry Trust

Shell International

'Mc Wellcome Foundation Ltd
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Spread of CEH research
This Appendix shows the way in which the CEH research programmes map on to the Environmental and Natural

Issues, and National Technology Foresighi Programme science and technology topics, as eiven on rage 9.
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APPENDIX 6

CEH organisation
as at 31 March 1995
Director  Professor W B Wilkinson

Management Board  Professor W B Wilkinson, Director CEH
Professor T M Roberts, Director, Institute of Terrestrial Ecology and Deputy Director CEH
Professor A D Pickering, Director, Institute of Freshwater Ecology
Mr A G P Debney, Director (Acting), Institute of Hydrology
Dr P A Nuttall, Director (Acting), Institute of Virology & Environmental Microbiology
Mr P Williams, Head of Administration, CEH

Total staff  629

DIRECTORATE
Wallingford Laboratory
Crowmarsh Gifford
Wallingfbrd, Oxon OX10 8BB
Tel: 01491 838800 Fax: 01491 692424

Director

Director'ssecrelary

Professor W B Wilkinson

Mrs V Lynch

Administration
Head of Administration  Mr P Williams (based at NERC Swindon Office and Wallingford)
Finance Officer  Mrs H M Wood
Establishment Officer  Mr I C Smith
Finance/accounts  Miss A S Dickerson
Contract Officer  Vacant

Science and Marketing
Science policy and co-ordin on  Dr J C Metcalfe (from 1 November 1995)
GCTE Project Office  Mr J I Ingram
Marketing  Dr D Coates

Information
Information services

Technical
Safety technician

Staff  11

Mrs P A Ward (based at ITE Merlewood)

Mr C Hankinson (based at I'VE Merlewood)

Head ofDivision

Head ojfliutvion

Director
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INSTITUTE OF FRESHWATER ECOLOGY
Windermere Laboratory
Far Sawrey, Arnbleside
Cumbria LA22 OLP
Tel: 015394 42468 Fax: 015394 46914  Director  Prof A D Pickering

Head ofDivision  Dr J M Elliott

Dr B J Finlay

Dr E W Tipping

Prof J G Jones

Conservation of rare fish
Fish stock assessment and management
Modelling recruitment and growth
The stress response of fish
Microbial diversity in fresh water
Management of lakes and reservoirs
Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa
Genetics of freshwater bacteria
Algal productivity
Palaeolimnology
Radionuclide fluxes
Modelling upland acid soils
Pollutant transport
Nutrient fluxes in the aquatic environment
Automated water quality monitoring
Freshwater BiologicalAssociation



The River Laboratory
East Stoke
Wareham
Dorset BH20 6BB
Tel: 01929 462314 Fay: 01929 462180

Eastern Rivers Laboratory
Monks Wood
Abbots Ripton
Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire PEI- 21.5
Tel: 0148-3381 fax: 01487 7-346-

Edinburgh Laboratory
Bush Estate
Penicuik
Midlothian EII26 Op
Tel: 0131 445 4343 Fax: 0131 445 3943

NERC LOIS Laboratory
c/o Dept of Biology
University of York
Heslington
York YO I 51)1)
Tel: 01904 434040 Fax: 0 904 434041

Teesdale Laboratory
c/o Northumbrian Water
Lartington Treatment Works
Lartington, Barnard Castle
Co Durham 1)1.12 9DW

Staff

Head ()I-Division

Head o Division(Acting)

Head ofDivision(Acting)

Head ofDivision

Head ofDation

Head of Sectiol

Staff

INSTITUTE OF HYDROLOGY
Wallingford Laboratory
(:rowmarsh Gifford
Wallingford, Oxon OXIO 8BB
Tel: 01491 838800 Fax: 01491 692424

Ply/Minion Office
Staylittle
Llanbrynmair
Powys SY19 71)13
Tel: 01686 430652 Fax: 01686 430441

Stirling Office
Unit 2, Alpha Centre.
Innovation Park
Stirling EK8 4N
Tel: 01786 447612 Fax: 01786 447614

Dr J Hilton

Dr L C V Pinder

Dr A E Bailey-Watts

Mr D V Leach

Dr D T Crisp

103.5

Mr J A Hudson

Mr R C Johnson

197

Land river interactions
RIVPACS ecological impact of low flows
Ecological assessment
Aquatic weed control
River Habitat Survey

Restoration of fisheries
Environmental impacts on lowland rivers
Elow regimes and fish recruitment

Land use change and water quality
Eutrophication in Scottish water bodies
Conservation of fish
Tropical limnology

Land-Ocean Interaction Study

Salmonids in upland streams
Impacts of impoundments
Afforestation and the aquatic environment

Director (Acting)  Mr A G P Debney

Dr J S Wallace Global processes
Vegetation and soil processes
Sustainable agrohydrology
Impacts of global change

Dr A Jenkins Water quality systems
Pollution hydrology
Hydrochemistry
Catchment modelling

Dr A Gustard Flow regimes and environmental management
Flood and storm hazard
Systems modelling
Water resource systems

Mr F M Law National Water Archive
lydrology software

Hydrologic GIS
Prof I R Calder Land use and water efficiency

Experimental catchments
Sediment and waterborne fluxes

Mr M A Beran Communityscience and management
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tr
INSTITUTE OF TERRESTRIAL ECOLOGY
Monks Wood
Abbots Ripton
Huntingdon , Cambs PE17 2LS
Tel: 01487 773381 Fax: 01487 773467

Monks Wood
Abbots Ripton
Huntingdon
Cants PE17 2LS
Tel: 01487 773381 Fax: 01487 773467

Merlewood Research Station
Windermere Road
Grange over Sands
Cumbria LA11 6.11.1
Tel: 015395 32264 Fax: 015395 34705

Edinburgh Research Station
Bush Estate
Penicuik
Midlothian E1126 OQ
Tel: 0131 445 4343 Fax: 0131 445 3943

Furzebrook Research Station
Wareham
Dorset BH20 5AS
Tel: 01929 551518 Fax: 01929 551087

Banchory Research Station
Hill of Brathens, Glassel
Banchory
Kincardineshire AB3 4BY
Tel: 01330 823434 Fax: 01330 823303

Bangor Research Unit
University of Wales, Bangor
Bangor
Gwynedd 1157 211W
Tel: 01487 773381 Fax: 01487 773467

Environmental Information Centre
Monks Wood

Staff

Sdenæsections

Staff

INSTITUTE OF VIROLOGY AND
MICROBIOLOGY
Mansfield Road
Oxford OX1 3SR
Tel: 01865 512361 Fax: 01865 59962
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Dr S Dobson

Prof M Hornung

Dr M G R Cannell

Dr A J Gray

Prof B W Staines

Dr J E G Good

Dr B K Wyatt

269

50.5

Director

ENVIRONMENTAL

Environmental management
Ecological processes
Avian biology
Ecotoxicology

Land use
Soil ecology
Radioecology
Analytical chemistry R&D
Environmental Change Network

Forest modelling
Tropical forest ecology
Pollutant and trace gas fluxes

Plant ecology and genetics
Lowland vertebrate ecology
Plant ecology and genetics
Invertebrate ecology

Upland community ecology
Applied ecology
Upland vertebrate ecology

Biogeochemical cycling
Air pollution effects
Upland/montane ecology

Prof T M Roberts

Biological recording
Remote sensing
Geographical information systems

Director (Acting)  Dr P A Nuttall
DeputyDireclor  Dr E A Gould

Molecular microbial ecology
Microbial diversity
Virus ultrastructures
Plant virology
Ecology and biocontrol
Flaviviruses water-borne viruses biotechnology
Virus protein functions
Tick-borne pathogens
Molecular biology
Orbivirus research
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